where I is the identity matrix, G_nm is the conversion matrix for According to the behavior of the mixer, the time-varying gm (t), Gm2 is the conversion matrix for gml(t), Cgsi is the elements in the Gilbert cell mixer excited by the small RF conversion matrix for Cgs4(t), Cgs2 is the conversion matrix for signal result in mixing frequencies. These frequencies can be Cgs2(t), . is the diagonal matrix comprised by mixing represented as frequency, R5 is the diagonal matrix with elements R5, and Ri is Con = + nLcO n = +1 +2, +3 . (1) Combining (6), (7), (8), (9), (11) and (12) and setting Rs to be zero, the G,w is derived as the below expression: signal, the linear time-invariant analysis method can be utilized here. Fig.3 shows the simple small-signal GaAs HEMT model simulation is also implemented. The result is shown in Fig. 5 . used in the analysis. The Cgd is not included to simplify the analysis process. The conversion gain of the transconductance stage (Gtr) is the ratio between the RF current used to bias the
IV. MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION switching quad and the input RF voltage. It is derived as:
The theoretical expression of the conversion gain is also The harmonic balance simulation is used to verify the varies at high frequencies, the differences among measured, analytical expression for mixer's conversion gain. The simulated, and theoretical calculated conversion gains are Angelov model [5] for GaAs HEMT is applied in the acceptable. The error mainly comes from the inaccuracy of the simulation. The parameters used in the theoretical calculation 
